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A mean field model is introduced to describe phase separations in colloidal solutions. Com-
bining FlofJ 
Oぱfa facE与ト吋C∞en此1比te白redι-cubicstructure for colloidal c白ry戸stωalsうwe calculate the phase diagrams. We find 
a metastable liquid-liquid， liquid-solid， and solid-solid phase separation， which can be defined 
by the translational order parameter "and concentration. The theory presented describes the 






The phase behaviors of colloidal solutions have been studied because of not only their great thφ 
oretical interest but also for many industrial applications. The most commonly observed phase 
transition is a liquid-solid phase separations (sodification)， where the ∞ncentrated colloidal 
phase shows a crystalline structure. The other is a liquid-liquid phase separation (coacervation)， 
where a colloid-rich and a colloid-poor phase can coexist[l]. 
In colloidal solutions， it is important to consider cかoccurrencesbetween phase separation and 
crystalline ordering， such as a face-centered cubic (fc)， body-centered cubic (b∞)， and simplか
cubic (sc) structure. In colloidal crystals， the decrease in entropy associated with a nonuniform 
mean density is compensated by a greater local volume that each particle can independently 
explore. These inhomogeneous mixtures can be described by one conserved order parameter 
( concentration) and one nonconserved order parameter (translational order parameter)， such as 
polymer-liquid crystal mixtures where the concentration and orientational order parameter of 
liquid crystals describe the phase behaviors[2]. 
In this paper， we present a simple model to describe phase separations in colloidal solutions 
bIy taking into account a translationa1 order parameter of a fcc structure for crystallization. The 
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Figure 1: Lattice model for Colloidal solutions. Gray sites are occupied by colloids and white 










Figure 2: Phase diagram for バ=64. The attractive interaction parameterαis changed: (a) 
α= 0.1; (c)α=3. 
仕eeener回rof colloidal solutions is modeled by an extension of Flory-Huggins theory for polymer 
solutions. The translational order parameter of colloids in the solid phωe is calculated as a 
func.tion of temperature and concentration. Depending on the size of a colloid and the strength 
of an attractive interaction between colloids， the theory presented successfully describes the 
features of the phase diagrarns observed in a wide variety of colloidal systems. We also compare 
our theory with the experimental phase diagrams of lens protein solutions. 
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